
 
AERON LAZAR:   Hi Livia. It's a pleasure to welcome you back to a catch-up 
episode on the Architects of Destiny Podcast. Thank you so much for joining us 
again. And how have you been since the last time we spoke? 
 
 
LIVIA DEVI:                 Wow. Thank you so much for having me here again. I’m very 
happy of being part of Architects of Destiny and continuing this conversation. I 
know that our conversation is not so much in linear time and so anyone, like 
anytime when we when we meet, it's such an incredible point of connection, so, 
yay! 
 
Many things are happening. I’m currently in Hawaii, in Honolulu. I’m doing 
absolutely great. There are so many things going on and I'm trying, you know, to 
keep up the pace with the changes and transformation and you know what spirit 
is asking me to do. And you know, sometimes for my human body, it's a little bit 
challenging. It's like, “Oh, I don't want,” give me little bit more time, you know, 
to play. And I'm trying, you know, to balance in my life, my mission and my 
personal life and the play and everything coming together. Everything is 
unfolding into a very accelerated way. You know, I can say, and not only in my 
life, but with everyone around me, like everyone within my grid or my mission 
and also the tribe and the global tribe. I'm extremely happy that we are having 
this conversation in the solstice energy, because today, it’s solstice here in Hawaii 
and it's such a powerful time and you know, we are always meeting at the right 
time, in the right place, in the right alignment. So, I really enjoyed this point of 
connection, and everything is as I said is. Preparing for the Lions Gate and for 
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me personally, what I have noticed during the years is that all the miracles, all 
the manifestations, all the energies are coming together in the summer months 
like June, July and almost before the 8th of August. So yeah, I'm excited to be 
sharing with you more of what I'm actually doing here and it's really amazing.
 
 
AERON LAZAR:   It’s awesome 'cause I remember we spoke, I can't believe at 
times been like nearly a year now. And it's just like, “Goodness!” There's so 
much that has happened since. I mean, we were living in Western Australia, and 
we're now living in Costa Rica. You, at the time when we spoke, you were kind of 
in Bali, but now you're in Hawaii. So, what was it that you felt called to make that 
journey to Hawaii?
 
 
LIVIA DEVI:                  Yes. Thank you so much for asking this very interesting 
question. So yeah, it's spirit that called me actually in Hawaii, and I have lived on 
different islands. I lived six months in Kauai, and I lived a couple of months on 
the Big Island Kona. And now I have moved up in Honolulu and you know, I 
lived three years in Bali and it felt like the Bali chapter has been closed and I 
have anchored onto that grid for sufficient for that period of time. And now I'm 
hold onto this beautiful grid of Hawaii and it's really amazing how things are 
unfolding and so many things have changed in my life since I kind of took a big 
leap of faith and from moving to Bali to Hawaii, especially moving in United 
States because United States is quite a very different grid than the Asian 
countries, grid of Europe. So it's a totally new grid.
 
I have lived and worked before here in the United States, but when I was not 
awakened and so, you know, I had like a different purpose and mission at that 
time. But now it's totally different, coming back to United States with the mission 
and anchoring here. So, I took a big leap of. There was a big transformation that 
happened with me in Hawaii. Actually it was a huge release. 
 
I felt like I was very sick. I went to a big, you know, transformation process and I 
went through this portal within Kauai where I was very sick and it was a pure 
transformation. When my Higher Self came back into my body, I had to like let 
go of many things in my life. I go of like grid that we're not serving me. 
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Friendships, partnerships, connections, like everything had been cleared out 
from my life. So, like I said, I stepped into a higher level of sovereignty and this 
is when I have received a download for Quantum Leadership Program because, I 
launched the program because I was able to invite the leadership codes and the 
codes of coming back into that string of interdependency and letting go of all 
codependency strings.
 
So, Hawaii was an incredible part of my journey, and it was very challenging, 
because my physical body was going through a lot. And I end up four times at 
the doctors. Don't know what is happening with me and it was a big, big 
transformation at all levels. Layers and dimensions of my being, but it felt like 
Hawaii is also known as being the womb of the planet. So, you know, this is 
where souls are being boarded and souls are coming in physical form within the 
womb. 
 
So, this is the entry and exit point, and I felt like I was taken through a huge 
rebirth and transformation in Hawaii that actually set me up for a unlocking and 
activating the next level of my mission. And when my process actually 
happened, like it was completed after six months, I was guided to move out 
from Kauai frequency. And I moved into, a couple of months, in Kona, which is a 
volcanic energy on the Big Island because there are like a couple of active 
volcanoes and one of the volcanoes where you can feel earthquakes every day. 
So, it's like 4.5 degree like earthquake like everyday. So there are very special 
place or points like my physical body couldn't cope with the earthquakes 
anymore. And I was asking the Arcturial Council of Light, like, “Hey, guys, I think 
I need a place where I can feel that I have, you know, like Earth underneath my 
feet.”
 
You know, I had to say it 'cause I'm an Earth sign, you know? So, I need to feel 
grounded. You know, if I don't feel grounded it's so weird. So yeah, this is when 
they told me, “Okay, we have another mission with you.” It’s so interesting 
because on the Big Island of Kauai, my mission, like the grid work that I was 
doing there was actually to work with the ancestors. And I was working with the 
local priestesses in bridging the Hawaiian culture with the American and culture 
and you know, to cleanse and clear all the trauma on the Hawaiian land for 
thousands of years. 
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You know, because there is a deep ancestral trauma. So, I was a bridge there, so 
working in many, many powerful places, in the valleys and birthing caves. I went 
and I did so much work, with this local priestess which actually, I felt very 
honored that they accepted me in their community. And it's so interesting 
because in the Hawaiian community for thousands of years, they know about 
Arcturians and the Arcturian Council of Light. 
 
So, this is very much ingrained in their culture. When we found each other and I 
was telling them about the work that I'm doing on this planet activating Light 
Workers and their soul mission being for the Council of Light, they resonated 
completely with it. They opened up to me and they allowed me to come into 
their community and they took me in all these incredible places in Hawaii. 
Becoming the bridge between the spirits and their ancestors and the physical 
plane of existence. 
 
And you know, like the Hawaiian tribe and community that is here and also, the 
white people because there is a huge separation here when it comes to the local 
indigenous communities and the expats that come from the mainland. So, I've 
done a lot of work and I feel like part of why I went through a huge 
transformation. It was because I was working with different densities and it was 
extremely dense, you know, to clear ancestral trauma. And I was actually doing 
like on the spot, like grid work, moving the grid and then you know, I was told to 
move on the Big Island. 
 
I was continuing doing that work on my own and at some point, you know, I 
asked the Arcturian Council, “Hey, guys like, I really need another mission 
because, you know, I feel like this is so dense. And, you know, I want tomove a 
little bit out of this grid.” So, they moved me in Honolulu, which is, you know, 
the capital of Hawaii. And they placed me in the city center. [Laughs]
 
So, it's like, “Okay. Let's play in the city center.” And then you start to do like 
city grid work, and it's like you know, I prefer this. It’s kind of different energy. So, 
now I'm anchoring here and actually I feel extremely happy because it's bridging 
many things within me as well. Because I went to this… everything changed 
within my mission grid and connections and friends and partnerships, and I’m 
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starting now to tap into the newness like a total new chapter, new energies, new 
business networks, new people. Everything is new in my life. People I knew from 
years ago there is like I can count them on my fingers. How many I had that are 
still left in my life. And now I'm like, a completely new grid. And this like opened 
up so much. There is an influx of energy that brings opportunities and 
collaborations. 
 
There is a lot of moving parts and energies and I'm creating something amazing 
here in Honolulu that I'm going to make it public actually at the end of the 
month. We will have a launch on social media. So, it's still a secret, but I'm 
working very hard. I started the process on the Big Island anchoring, and I'm 
extremely excited to be sharing this very soon. So, we are preparing everything 
behind the scenes. As I said, you know, my great work has changed doing this 
city grid work and somehow, I prefer this. You know, the technology that are 
placing it in the cities, that are keeping people, sleeping and not awakening.
 
When I was in Jakarta, Jakarta is a city of 10 million people and it was a big 
experience for me and you know what I experienced there? They start to 
download a lot of technology, my Energetic Field and now they're doing this 
work here. But this city, Honolulu, there are only 1 million people, so it's not so 
dense. It doesn't have so much heaviness, which feels great. So, in a nutshell, 
this is the journey, you know since the last time we spoke and we connected.
 
 
AERON LAZAR:   For me it’s interesting. I listen to words and I can have 
conversations, but it's like I can open up at the same time, and consciously 
multitasking and read the energy behind what people say and I'm just reading 
the energy behind what you're saying. And that was kind of taking me to places 
in my consciousness. And I was like, looking at different things and one of the 
things you were saying, it's about like a purge and sort of things kind of falling 
away and kind of things from the past that you can count on one hand and all 
this, and I honestly see it in my consciousness, like the gap between a 3D grid 
work and sort of 5D dimensional consciousness, feels to me like it's increasing 
and it feels like the 5th Dimensional way of operating is sort of speeding up and 
for me, it's kind of, I'm still trying to bridge the gap because I'm still trying to 
bring this message to people and elevate people and raise people up instead. 
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But I can see how many people are still trapped in in the sort of system and but 
it's kind of like what I find. I don't know about you, but what I find with myself is 
that, as time goes on, especially this year, just seems to have especially be 
speeding up this year. 
 
We're all running businesses in 3D. We're operating on 5D, but we're kind of 
bridging it because we have laptops where we kind of, you know, we have to 
operate within the system to a degree, but all of that stuff is just resonating less 
and less and less as time goes on. And I'm just like when it comes to 
bureaucracy and little things and I just think feel like one level of consciousness 
is kind of speeding up, but I feel like we come into this point now in time where 
there's gonna be a choice for people to make, either kind of come to the point 
where we can awaken together or I'm not really sure.
 
Like, how would you see that moving forwards? Do you see that sort of humanity 
is going to collectively wake up at the same time, or do you see that there's 
gonna be sort of parallel existences for a little bit because I feel there's not so 
much of a resonance like they don't really fit together nicely. It's like square peg, 
a round hole. So how do you kind of see that moving forward, do you think as a 
transition period, or do you think it's a collective? How do you see that going?
 
 
LIVIA DEVI:          Yes, that's a very interesting point of view, and I actually want 
to share with you something. For many years, since I start becoming activated as 
a trance channel for the Arcturian Council of Light in 2016, many years, I was 
only able to operate in the 4th and 5th dimensional grid. I was not able to 
connect to 3rd dimensional grids. As my big shift happened, I was not able to 
actually go back in any way shape or form and what I notice is that within the 4th 
and 5th dimensional grids, yeah, it's amazing. 
 
You know, you start to find people in different realities, there are many frequency 
keepers and you know holders and there is a lot going on. But then that world of 
the 5th dimension becomes a little bit saturated because, you know, we start 
actually to activate in between us, you know and we start to activate ourselves 
and like we are on the same level of consciousness and we are creating 
something. What I have noticed and and for me you know it's like I was thinking, 
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“Well I'm not be able to operate the 3rd dimension and I'm only there,” and I'm 
just connecting to a small number of people and I'm not even able to find the 
words and reach, you know, the verbal communication, anything with the people 
in the 3rd dimension. So I felt, you know, for many years, I feel like I'm in a 
bubble. And I was in my bubble for many years, until what happened with me in 
Hawaii, until my transformation on the first island of Hawaii where, you know, I 
was just mentioned what I went through. Like my full descendants of my Higher 
Self with my physical body allowed me to have a multidimensional experience of 
the ascension process and be able to actually go into the third dimension and 
not be affected anymore by the 5G and the grids.
 
And you know, not be affected by the densities of the 3rd dimension and also 
going the 4th dimension in the 5th dimension, having a multidimensional 
experience. Not the only dimensional experience I had before, because before I 
was only the dimension. I was my own bubble and it was all love and light, I was 
activating people who are actually the same or closely at the same level of 
consciousness. 
 
And then I was thinking about the billions of people around awakened. There 
are people that are waking up and then they don't know where to start. So, 
when my embodiment happenedm I actually realized like, “Wait a minute, I can 
actually live in a city like Honolulu now and I'd not affected by 5G, not having 
protection fields, not having Tesla things on my phone, not having any 
gadgets!”
 
You know, it's like I can just hold my frequency and the purity of my transmission. 
It’s like the volume you are turning up or down. And I'm just turning the volume 
down. I don't have to shift into another version of myself. I'm staying here and 
I'm just adjusting. The environment is adjusting after me. So, I don't know 
exactly how I made it back into being able to reach the 3rd dimension from the 
4th or the 5th. I find myself in situations where I am able actually now to 
communicate with people that are not awakened, to not be judgmental towards 
pople who are not awakened, to offer a helping hand. To actually plant some 
seeds in their consciousness and find the right words to relate to them, which is 
actually very important. 
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So, I'm sharing this with you because your question is like, what about this 
separation between the consciousness between the 3rd and the 5th? And what I 
feel is that yes, there is a separation. There are many Light Workers that they 
don't choose to have a multidimensional experience of the ascension process of 
their mission. It's not based on, you know, some. Some people are just based to 
being only in the 3rd dimension. You know, it's like there are others that are 
bridges. And I feel like, well, I am one of them that are bridging dimensions and 
are creating new pathways where we are sending people.
It’s like, “Hey, do you see this pathway, do you see the light out of this? Just walk 
on this,” and we are sending those people that are awakening more and more 
and we are not leaving them behind, you know, because that was a big thing for 
me after my transformation. 
 
It's like, what about others? What about the millions of people who are like we 
don't care about? This is not oneness consciousness. If we are just staying in our 
own bubble and we don't want to know what's happening in Ukraine. We don't 
want to know what's happening in the world. You know, we are thinking, all the 
things that are happening in the third dimensional realities and grids are not 
very important. And we are just saying, light and frequency of ignorance.
 
Someone who doesn’t want to know us going on in the world. Come on. It's 
under your nose and eyes! You can actually be aware and hold your frequency 
and not be affected. The people are actually that are running away of the third 
dimensional grid, they are afraid that their frequency is going to go down and 
they are just not being able to hold, because this requires self-mastery and many 
people don't embody that. It requires a level of self-mastery and it requires a 
level of transformation and embodiment to go into that space where you are 
able to transition in multiple dimensional spaces. 
 
So, you know what I feel is that yes, there is this separation. But you know, I feel 
many Light Workers are called to hold dimensional breach because I know that 
at some point, the fourth dimensional bridge will collapse. It would be like, it's a 
choice that people are going to make. A Higher Self level. Are you shifting? Are 
you awakening or are you staying in the third dimension and continue 
transitioning on physical and when you die, continue re-looping with Samsara 
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within other parallel timelines of the third dimension of Earth and it will be that 
choice that many people are going to make. 
 
But until then, like at least my role and responsibility is to bring as many people 
is as I can from the 3rd dimension to the 4th dimension bridge and not forget and 
this is this is something that is part of this mission that I'm telling you is what I'm 
actually anchoring here in Honolulu, that I'm going to make public. I’m creating 
a bridge for those people that are sleeping. Yet, I know that they're going to 
wake up because the essential energies are so strong. Many people are waking 
up and not have anyone in their environment to help. No friends, no family. I 
don't know if there is any channel are like, “I know how it is.” It's like I was 
completely alone. You know, my advantage was that I was hearing the Arcturian 
Council. But you know, some people don't have that connection straight away 
so this is where we are placing those lighthouses everywhere. It's like blinking 
light and it's like, “We are here, we are here, we are here.” They're intercepting 
through the Quantum Field, the signal, and they find you.
 
AERON LAZAR:  I think that’s amazing. The energy in which you're talking about 
this stuff is magnificent and in the way that you know, like you say, rather than 
just being in this sort of 5D, public ignorance and we kind of just try and lock 
ourselves away and kind of I'm, you know, we look at it from a self-perspective 
was I need to maintain my vibrational state, not get dragged in, etc. But 
however, we are members of one race, you know, and like when I connect my 
consciousness and I have my consciousness connect to. 
 
Earth and humanity is the most divided race I've ever come across in my entire 
life. For instance, you know when you talk about Nation States and different 
languages around the world, but that's a division in itself straight away. When 
I'm communicating with… I hear light language and I'm communicating with 
various races. It's one language and I kind of when we look at humanity as a 
whole and we think to ourselves, “OK, well, you know, we are we have, we have 
an opportunity here to collect collectively ascend that people can collectively 
make this choice. When people wake up from this control system” 
 
I say this all the time, and it's usually a really bitter pill for people to swallow 
because and I've been there and I'm sure you've been there as well. You design 
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your life around to that point, you just realize policy and you're like, well, “OK, 
well, what was the point of that? I believe the political system, I believe my 
government, who I had my best interest at heart, I voted, I watched the 
television to tell me what was going on. I used to watch CNN and many other 
channels are available.” But it's kind of like the food system and education 
system, all of it from top to bottom, and it's kind of, you know, that was a really 
bitter pill to swallow. 
 
And there's gonna be many people when they wake up, who are faced with that 
reality. And what I feel on a deep level is that the masses, when they begin to 
wake up from this and they actually see the system for what it is – 'cause again. 
It's one of those things. Once you see it, you can't Unsee it. You can't go back in 
to see it, right? But when you're in it, it kind of keeps you there. But the people 
who are waking up collectively at that point are gonna need some real support 
at that point. And you know, like I say, you were, you were lucky in one, I guess, 
you were chosen. You had the gift. You've got the codes for it. But you were 
connected to the Sirians immediately. So, you had that kind of conscious 
support, right? 
 
Energetically for me, I opened up 20 years ago and shut it away. But then I went 
to Uluru in Australia. Nearly blew the top of my head off and straight away. I 
connected to the Council of Elders. I knew them to be the Council of Elders and 
it felt like family and I had that support network straight away. But there's lots of 
people out there like you rightly say that don't have that support network. And 
so, I feel when you talk about lighthouses and beacons and being there for 
people who are awakening, I think that's magnificent. Because there's gonna be 
a lots of people out there and there's gonna be a lot of people looking for 
support and answers, and I guess the final point on that for me, I guess if you 
want to extrapolate would be great, but one of the things I really feel like we all 
need to do even as sort of spiritual light workers and people who have kind of 
awakened, maybe early to the party and maybe ahead of the overall curve, well, 
I feel in general we all need to kind of all park all of our egos to one side and 
resist the temptation to be wagging fingers saying, “Why the hell aren't you? 
We tried to tell you all this and that point when people are awakening.” It's not 
judgment they need support is what I feel, as well you know.
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LIVIA DEVI:         Thanks so much sharing this yeah, precisely. The way you have 
shared and you know, many people are awakening. As you said, they 
understand that they had been betrayed and lied by the government, by 
authorities, that all they put in their body were poisoner water, fluoride. You 
know, they were consuming like media, everything was like not real, you know, in 
the end, they are coming with a lot of resentment and anger. So those people 
are awakening. You know, they have a lot of resentment and anger. And it's not 
for us to be judgmental and be inclusive, you know, like help them actually 
move because it is a big thing, especially with what had happened, since 2019 
with the COVID and the vaccination. 
 
Many people had been awakened through that. Some people realize it's like, 
“Whoa!” Many people know that what happened was intentional. What 
happened was just a plague or something. There are a lot of dynamics on this 
planet and definitely the old people are awakening from the old paradigm and 
this is what makes the systems collapse, ‘cause people actually don't buy any 
more into, like, feeding the same. People in the in the slavery mode. So, more 
and more people are actually awakening to that realization. And yes, the initial 
impact is big and this is where, we release the judgment and we are coming to 
their fields and we are holding them and we are showing them that there is 
another way that even if they put that chemicals in their bodies for 30 years. You 
know, there is a way that we can use Quantum Technology and, you know, 
organic food and everything.
 
There is a lot of technologies available as they are not aware that actually they 
can restore their heads, back into restoration, regeneration and coming back 
into the previous version their organic blueprint, of template of who they truly 
are. But yes, there is a huge impact at the beginning and our role is to introduce 
them to everything that we know and they don't know, because this world that 
we are part of, many people have no idea. And you know, some people can't 
even imagine that this exists. Some people are not conceptual level are able to 
think or you know the mental level bring that into their awareness and I think the 
awakening on this planet is happening more. More people are rising up from 
that dream of separation. As you said, there is so much division and separation 
happening in between cultures and the human population, the humankind, the 
human races which only one race has been divided. 
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Actually, you know, bring that remembrance that if other civilizations can be so 
united. This is where the human race’s next evolutionary process… this is where 
we are heading towards and actually connected to our consciousness. But there 
is a process and especially on the third dimensional grids, there is a lot going 
on, you know, like I have conversations with people everyday that are not 
awakened and I can see the level of consciousness and where they are and also 
you know the pain that they're holding their bodies.
 
So yes, there is a lot that requires a lot of transformation and transfiguration, 
transmigration and transcendence. Things that people are going are doing it, 
and this is what makes courageous souls you know, because many people have 
said, “Yes, I'm going to go and incarnate on this planet or at this time space 
reality, this incarnation and I'm choosing to awaken at some point,” and maybe 
we are choosing the path because he knows that or she knows that she's not the 
only one. You know. So, yeah there is a support coming.
 
AERON LAZAR:           I think and I think it's kind of… I’ve got the ability to be 
able to read energy and kind of one of these one of the burning questions I had 
for a long time is like… OK, we all feel like it's coming to a crescendo, but it 
would be really nice to have a time scale, right? So, I've been looking forward 
and I've been opening up and kind of channeling and asking from Source, 
basically, and asking different races etc. And one of the things I was shown and 
again kind of anybody who's listening to this podcast. But it's kind of I feel it 
with every fabric of my being and so therefore it's my truth, and so, I'm 
confident in speaking that… I was shown it’s quite clearly that this 2022, I did 
this last year and was given the information across probably six months last year 
and the 2022 was gonna be for one of a better word, “dark night of the soul” for 
humanity here. Like, it doesn't get worse than it is now. We're kind of seeing this 
play out with food shortages, prices, the war in Ukraine. You know, what if you 
know, forget the politicism that's going on. But we're talking about just factually 
observing what's happening and all the different stuff. That's kind of being 
pushed, etc. And like I say, with inflation and prices and fuel prices, but it's kind 
of I was shown in 2022, it's kind of as bad as it gets, but then I was shown that 
June, July 2024, so I'm in my mind what I've shown, we haven't got long to wait, 
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is literally the tipping point and where it all kind of this matrix begins to collapse. 
And I was showing the reason for it is that collectively. 
 
As a humanity, we're all pumping off these frequencies of this collective 
consciousness grid around the earth. And it sits at a certain vibrational level, 
which historically has been anchored into sort of fear and anxiety by the media 
or the government and everybody else which are anchoring people low, which 
means that there is a resonance with this control grid. 
 
This matrix controlled and so the two can coexist because of people plugging 
into it vibrationally and what I was shown is because there's so many people 
awakening now at the moment because of… I heard it in another podcast, 
somebody call it the “Popcorn Effect,” which is quite nice, like popcorn going 
up in the microwave was like “pop, pop, pop, pop, pop!” people's 
consciousness popping off around the world. People waking up all over the 
place caused by the frequency shift in the planet last year, 2021 in the solstice 
where we went from the patriarchy to the Divine Union and the frequency 
increased on the planet.
 
It's accelerated things, and because people are just collectively awakening now 
and there's more as we awaken, we admit this is what I was showing we admit a 
higher natural frequency of fear because we release ourselves from fear, is that 
operating on a high, high level. And what happens is more and more people as 
they awaken start to project this higher level of frequency into this collective 
grid. And there comes a tipping point where the frequency of collective 
consciousness, frequency of the planet increase is because of the awakening 
that's going on, and that's when there's a dissonance with the matrix and the 
whole matrix just crumbles. And I've been shown that June, July 2024. After 
that, I've seen we've got to rebuild, which could take anywhere from 12 years up 
to 50, depending how disorganized or organized it is. 
 
This ties nicely into leadership, which I wanna talk about next 'cause I know 
that's the new program and because the New Earth as we build this new 
education systems, new sort of agriculture systems, new ways of doing business 
because of financial system, fractional reserve banking system gone the way 
we've typically done. Life is completely going to change, right? And so, what's 
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your thoughts on leadership going into this New Earth? Because and that's led 
us in really nicely actually, that's one of the things that I've kind of tried to put 
the pieces together it’s kind of how this leadership going to be for this New 
Earth because we need newer leaders to create this stuff, because if there aren't 
people who can take the lead, show initiative and put forward sort of plans and 
execute the plans of constructing these new civilizations, we've kind of got well-
meaning chaos. Where people are just doing everything all over the place and 
therefore that the transition is more protracted. So, what's your feelings on 
leadership and like, I feel like you were called to it. There's a reason that you 
were called for around this time. So, if you can share that would be awesome.
 
LIVIA DEVI:         Thank so much for sharing. You know, when it comes to a new 
paradigm of leadership, we want to awaken the leadership roles within each and 
every individual because the whole paradigm was exactly, you know, what didn't 
work out. There were a couple of people that we chose to actually represent us 
and they make the decisions for us but their decision for a collective and this 
type of leadership just didn't workout. So, the paradigm of leadership is actually 
awakening the unique codexes of leadership with each individual and allowing 
people to move actually from codependency to dependence. 
 
Independence, interdependence. And to let go of everything that you know of 
disempowerment and empowering them to understand that they are sovereign 
and to activate within their very value which is based on authenticity and 
sovereignty and equality and equanimity, and integrity and many other values 
that the leadership of this old paradigm. So, everything needs to collapse to the 
court for a new foundation to be built and you know for everything to be 
created because the New Earth can't be created on the template of the old 
Earth or the grids of the old Earth. 
 
This is why everything has to be shaken up, the systems will collapse for us to 
actually build everything. But we don't need also to go back to the Ice Age or 
Stone Age and something. We don't need to actually wait for everything to 
collapse for us to wake up and then to say, “Oh, now I have to take the initiative 
and now I have to take the responsibility of ownership of different things.” This 
is where we are working with people all around the world. 
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I'm working on Quantum Leadership Program like to activate newer leaders to 
take actions and be able to make the best decisions now before everything will 
collapse because when people are anchoring our villages… When people are 
creating new schools, maybe we need people that are recreating different 
financial system. And I'm saying about the different financial system, I see the 
cryptocurrency market giving very, very volatile. So that is not an option 
anymore. It's like a new financial system is not an extension of the old financial 
system. Cryptocurrency is an extension of the whole financial system. No, that's 
a tentative or creating something that is that is not working now, and it's very 
much very dense and it's based on the old paradigm. So, you know creating a 
new financial system that really works and really empowers everyone, not only 
again for just a small number of people, like really system that empowers 
everyone and actually support everyone on the planet and actually create 
equality and equanimity in between people where there are no errors or where 
people are not placed on different positions anymore and everyone is actually a 
leader and has a specific function within the new word. For creation, you know, 
like everyone is bringing that uniqueness. 
 
Everyone is bringing their unique abilities and talents and codexes and 
teachings and learnings and everything that they are able to access in their 
dimensional expression. And this is where there is no competition anymore 
because you know, people understand that with each other because they are 
unique, so they are valued because of their uniqueness and you know this 
actually takes me back to how the. Me and civilization is organized where 
everyone on as you know on, on or in on our cruise they have their unique 
function. 
 
You know, like everyone is extremely valued and sovereign and empowered and 
their contribution is incredible and very valuable for the entire existence of the 
Arcturian civilization. We are trying to create a similar environment where the 
New Earth one is consciousness is embodied and everyone is actually respecting 
their individuality. This is where the leadership is coming from. It's like the 
leadership has to be awakened from within and you know for those people that 
have incredible ideas, they have resources actually put into place and reinvest in 
the right place, creating something that is sustainable and actually serving many 
people like we need to work with these people.
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I feel I have you know I want to expand my impact globally, so how can I do 
that? There are people that are already called by their Higher Selves who 
awaken the leadershi codes within themselves and start taking actions creating 
New Earth projects now and creating that infrastructure, architecting the New 
Earth, so that when everything is collapsing it is not a big drama anymore. And 
it's not like it's something that you know is coming and is expecting and 
everything is all ready. Would be good to not be a big shift for humanity, and of 
course that will have a big impact for the ones that are not awakened. 
 
But this is where we are coming into place to create our safety net for everyone. 
And when that shift will happen for those people to be able to have to have a 
home. There are like many eco villages in South America that those people are 
creating oasis of light for many years because they know it will be a migration 
from the North America to South America. So, they are preparing things for 
years. They have like permaculture, and housing systems and they are waiting 
for all the people from North America to come and have a house in case you 
know they will leave the cities anymore 'cause there will be no need to stay in an 
apartment in a flat and go to work because you will be no work anymore. So, 
then people will have to re-adapt and this is where the Newer Earth leaders now 
are creating those safety nets. They're creating those oasis, and laying down a 
new foundation, creating an infrastructure. They're creating a place where other 
people can actually come and continuing their lives. 
 
When it comes to leadership, firstly you know in the 5th dimensional schools the 
leadership will be awakened within each individual. Like for every individual, 
know that they don't have to depend on another individual, but they are actually 
are able to contribute. So, it's a different way of relating. It's a different culture. 
You know it's a change in mentality and approach in how we are interacting with 
each other within the New Earth environment. So yeah, I'm excited to be honest 
and I see more and more people actually stepping into their power and wanting 
to be empowered. You know wanting to let go for depency strings, from their 
trauma, wanting to liberate themselves from the inner prison and come back 
into full embodiment. And we are supporting everyone that is ready to take the 
journey. You know, you and me and many light workers on this planet that we 
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are offering our services. It’s like we are here to help, so yeah. It’s a powerful 
change is going to happen.
 
AERON LAZAR:           For me, it’s kind of when you start to get the perspective 
of what's happening at the moment, I can understand why people elected to be 
alive during this time 'cause we're living through history, right? Like the whole 
paradigm is getting rewritten and it's kind of like, in many ways, this is the thing 
– we've got no playbook and we can look at sort of other extraterrestrial races 
and how they developed. And, you know, the Arcturians when they kind of 
ascended and other stories around the place. 
 
But we've got no playback playbook here on Earth to go by or no experience to 
draw from. So therefore, if you look at it, we're all kind of pioneers, really, we are 
going forward because it's kind of nobody's written the rule book, we've just 
kind of gotta feel into this. But I really feel like, you know, when you are talking 
and appealing to sort of New Earth leaders, etc, that we've all got an 
opportunity to create a legacy here at the moment moving forward. 
 
Something to be proud of and you know the people at this time who are kind of 
crossing this bridge and at the very start of the emergence of this New Earth, 
will be written into the history books and will be spoken about for generations 
and generations to come. So, it's a very special to be alive and an honor. And I 
would encourage anybody listening this that any of the messaging that Livia 
said, if it resonates whatsoever then get in touch because you know the New 
Earth needs as many leaders as possible. If you can imagine rebuilding 
civilizations from the ground up, it is no easy task. 
 
There's so many industries, there's so many things to consider and to leave and 
so therefore, I would encourage everybody who gets called to kind of step 
forward and, you know, Livia is kind of directing these beacons or light houses 
out there that you can kind of go towards the light and benefit from her 
teachings and what she's bringing from 5th dimensional consciousness field 
across the bridge to the third, so it's kind of this real exciting time.
 
It's an uncertain time but I think you know it's like another thing and another 
analogy I speak and I speak quite a lot in analogies because it's kind of like try 
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to put consciousness and what you experience up there or around us rather into 
Earth language. It's kind of difficult sometimes and I kind of keep being shown 
the same thing like what we going through at the moment. 
 
It's like humanity is going through this birth canal at the moment we've been 
born again, right? Not from a religious sense, but it’s like consciousness is being 
born and it's kind of when you go down the birth canal, it's like for any mother 
who's been through labor, you know, you know how painful that was. And it's 
one of the most painful aspects of child birth. But, you know, and anybody who 
has walked down a maternity ward at 2:00 o'clock in the morning and can hear 
the moans and screams and stuff from labor, you can appreciate that paying that 
mothers go through. But then again, if you were then to ask the mother who has 
a newborn baby on her chest, “Is there any part of childbirth that you know 
regret?” Silence would be definite, right? 
 
So, if we went forward ten years from there, went and spoke to ourselves and 
said, “Do you know what it was rough for a few years, but do you regret 
anything we went through considering what we have now?” I don't think 
anybody would regret it. So, I think people would be kind of really pleased with 
how things are. How do you feel? 
 
LIVIA DEVI:          Yes, and you know I feel like there is a remembrance of how 
many things we actually overcame as a human race. You know, we went through 
a lot and the remaining things that happened during the history of our 
civilization and on the individual level, you know, we are all warriors of light 
because takes a lot of courage to move through the initiations and you know 
processes and challenges, and embody yourself and let go, for the light to come 
in. And you know, I feel like this change of the system collapsing. If we are 
actually remembering our strength, our power, our courage, how powerful we 
are united. 
 
You know, when we are coming together as a race because we are 
interconnected. Even if you are alone and if they think that they are alone, you 
know we they can tap into the network of interconnectivity. We are in this web of 
life connected to the human kingdom, animal kingdom, mirror Kingdom. So, 
when we are tapping into the strength of that unity consciousness, and oneness 
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consciousness like we are invincible as a human race. And what is another 
change? It will be so easy for us to overcome that, even if it will take two years, 
three years to actually take the change and 15 years of transition and rebuild, as 
you said, you were saying about 12 years of rebuild and so on maybe it will 
happen maybe less or more.
 
We are birthing into another world, we are leaving a legacy on this planet. We 
are doing this for us and for future generations, because you were mentioning 
about the birth canal, the newness. So, you know the children that are born on 
this planet, they will take that legacy, they will continue walking the path and this 
is how many other civilizations have.
 
You know, we are not living for ourselves. We are living through the 
interconnectivity with all that is, knowing that when it's time for us to go, we are 
going to reincarnate again and continue this incredible process of evolution, so 
and we are letting behind legacies and incredible things and I feel like yes, we 
are actually into going through a birthing canal and humanity is being actually 
rebirthed into the newness.
 
I think we need that because we didn't have this big change, you know, since 
probably Lemuria and Atlantis, we didn't have this change of coming out from 
the old paradigm and from the numbness and from the ignorance and from the 
sleeping, this galactic sleep into awakening for us to go back into remembrance. 
We are able to remember coming from Lemuria and Atlantis. To know how our 
ancestors because they are part of our ancestral lineage. Then we are able to do 
this again, you know, and definitely this is this is a moment for the human race, 
actually, you know, rise up. 
 
It’s so interesting what you said, it's like you don't have any guidelines. It is a 
school here on Earth. It is a school where we have to learn to experience and we 
have to learn to remember us like, you know, we came on this Earth school 
knowing that we are not going to remember immediately. But then in the 
process of awakening, we start remembering and then we are so equipped with 
so many trainings and tools and abilities that we have gained for eons of 
lifetimes of incarnation on this planet and other planets, and we discover 
ourselves. We remember, like, “Wait a minute. We don't actually need any 
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guidelines because we are those ascended masters frequency,” And we are able 
to re-embody that.
 
That is why there are so many other civilizations that are helping us in this 
process of remembrance. It's amazing, you know, like this co-creation with 
different Galactic councils and civilizations in helping us, moving this energy and 
yes, it's an amazing you know process in time and space within Quantum reality 
that has an impact within, you know, all multidimensional streams of 
consciousness and is impacting other civilizations. 
 
So you know, Galactic Federation, Star Nations, they are obviously helping us 
because it's impacting their evolution. We are all interconnected. Our human 
race is interconnected to other races, as one individual, is interconnected with 
the human race, you know, within the circuit. So, the impact is way more bigger 
than we currently see here on an individual and collective level from planet 
Earth. 
 
So, you know it's everyone interest to be involved and co-create and you know 
it's like we are like children that we are taking by hand and it's like, “Now the 
next step,” and we are taking another step because of the Galactic Federation, 
and you know we are moving forward, we are growing and evolving. I think at 
some point, you know, because you know people are saying yes, human race 
will evolve. We have seen so much progress in 100 years. I feel like in 50 years in 
this lifetime, we're going to witness an incredible evolutionary process, 
technological process. And we are going to be to see how the human 
consciousness shifting because we are not working on linear time anymore.
 
So, before you know it was like a wheel that was slowly moving because people 
were still connected to linearity of time and space. But in this lifetime, we are 
able to tap into the Quantum field and the Quantum time and space. So 
everything is super accelerated. This is why there's so much density, but this 
density actually is taking us into one huge Quantum jump into the newer reality 
is that me and you, we're going to experience in this lifetime. And I'm excited 
about that. I'm very excited to see how the whole co-creation with the star 
system councils will actually develop more and more because they are so 
present now on planet Earth. And you know, like they are actually involved in so 
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many, in creating the newer systems because they know, you know, our future 
versions of self and they are co-creating creating and it's just us catching up you 
know with those versions and timelines. It’s an interesting process.
 
AERON LAZAR:                     It's like when we talk about this kind of us catching up 
with that process, it's kind of almost in a way it’s almost like mainstream science 
just needs to kind of catch up with that. It’s almost playing catcher and then look 
at the technologies and stuff, which are kind of gonna come out. You know, the 
frequency healing, all of this kind of suppressed stuff which is kind of gone on. 
It's revealed and actually diseases eradicated, cancers eradicated, lifespans start 
to extend. And I feel if anybody is watching this, and is kind of aware of sort of 
certain things that are happening at the moment, you know, just kind of hold on 
to hope. 
 
Things will change. Things are changing and they're changing very quickly and 
you've only got a little bit left to hold onto and it isn't going to be a bit rocky, 
but you know, don't give up hope. Whatever you do, you know the future is 
extremely bright and it's almost a utopia by comparison. You know, when we 
when we think of how it's gonna be and when you talk about being connected.
 
LIVIA DEVI:          When you talk about technology, you know you were saying 
that, you know we are heading towards an incredible world that you know 
everything will be like the access that we will have to technology is going to be 
amazing and the beautiful thing is that we are already using that technology you 
know.
 
When we are using it, our transmissions like holding the people and everything 
that we are receiving, there are so many councils that are already introducing 
apps to their unique advanced technologies that they're using on their planet. 
Knowing that, you know, like we will actually bring it in physical form. And I 
know for myself, I have for years this specification, so different devices that I'm 
going to be building, and I'm really looking forward to actually start that process 
because there will be so many already that there are, but there will be so many 
other advanced technologies that will be used in the future for healing, for 
civilization, for integration, for DNA restructuring, for regeneration, for reverse 
aging. 
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It's incredible, the amount of technologies that we are going to use in the future 
and for me, the most exciting part is, you know, my vision is to have this 
scientific research center where they're bringing patients, building this 
technology in physical form, especially the one from the Arcturians. So, I'm 
holding that vision and timeline and it feels like every day I'm taking steps 
towards that because I meant to bring that technology on the planet and it's like 
that's going to be amazing. Like literally amazing and it's not going to resonate 
with just one Star Race, but everyone and we are meant actually to bring that, 
let go all this. In the third dimension, we need 10 different things for one 
functionality and in the future, we will have one thing for 100 needs so we don't 
need for example, if I wanted to have a tea, I need to have a kettle and so on. 
It’s like we need so many things little things for different needs.
 
AERON LAZAR:           You’re absolutely spot on. Like when you say about the 
technology they use behind the scenes that we use in the transmissions and all 
this kind of stuff. And yes, it's not physical, but it's so effective. And I've seen 
this firsthand like when we talk on mainstream science not catching up. I've seen 
case study after case study the case study, one example right, Andromedan 
frequency. That's an incredible race. They're elemental, kind of completely in 
tune with their environment. Very, very good healing frequency for animals, 
plants will thrive. And there's a beautiful, beautiful soul I was working with 
individually. And she went to her Galactic block and I read her Starseed origin, 
read her soul contract, and could tell that she was Andromedan. I was like, “OK, 
you're embodying this grid work.” 
The frequency that is surrounding her is incredible for healing. And it's great 
with animals. It's great with plants. So, she was like, “Wow, that's great!” 
 
So, I spoke to her about a couple of weeks after and she says, “You're not gonna 
believe us.” {So go on, tell me what happened.” So, she lives in America and 
lovely, lovely lady she is. And one of her neighbors about four doors down, they 
basically had this dog and they were speaking about the dog, who was really 
sick and they've taken the dog to the vet's. And the vets have done blood tests. 
Didn't know what was going on with it, said it may need a blood transfusion 
because of the readings and stuff. But they didn't really have a handle over what 
was wrong with the dog. 
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And the lady that was working, she said, look, I said to my neighbor, “I just felt 
called,” she says. What I wanted to do, I just felt urged to sit with the dog, right? 
So, she went round to the neighbors and said, “Look, do you mind? And I know 
it's a bit weird me saying, but do you mind? Can I just sit with the dog for half an 
hour at least?” “Yeah, sure. That's fine.”
 
 So the person I've been working with went forward, sat with the dog about half 
an hour, 40 minutes and was literally consciously sending it under Andromedan 
frequency. And so the dog was kind of smooth and comfortable. Four days later, 
the neighbors came around and the dog was alright. They’ve taken it to the 
vets. The vets didn't know what the hell is going on. So, they scanned it, taking 
blood tests… perfectly normal and the vet said, “Look, we can't explain it. But 
whatever happened, take it, because we can't explain it. But the dog? Your dog 
is fine.” And the dog was completely well. And I've seen instance after instance.
 
So we say it's not physical, but it can have such an effect in the physical. You 
know, when we bring this through. And I love your vision by the way the kind of 
bringing that technology. Especially the Arcturians, you know, it's kind of like 
how great their technology is. Super potent and that's like whole space for that 
'cause that's exciting super, super exciting. So, you’ve got that big reveal 
coming up, and I’m not gonna press you on that because I don’t wanna steal 
your thunder, but have you got any other projects you’re working on currently 
that you wanna share? Any new things you wanna mention that you’re into?
 
LIVIA DEVI:                  Yes, I’ve been working on many things, actually and I’m 
excited about everything. I’m trying to put out so many things for the world and 
what different programs that can reach different people on different levels of 
consciousness. So, besides the Quantum Leadership Program, we have the 
Evolving Consciousness Program, which is a program where we are activating 
light workers in their soul mission. It starts on the 8th of August on the 
Lionsgate. We start there this beautiful six-month journey. It's a six-month 
journey plus three months of integration. We are working with the Arcturian 
Council of Light, Sirius Council and the Great Central Sun Council. That is a new 
beautiful council that connected me and they activate people in their 
abundance codexes and yeah, this is this is a very beautiful transmission. 
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Beautiful transmission, 3 hours working with these three different councils a 
couple of days ago or a week ago. So that transmission is available for free for 
everyone wants to tap into it is called 5 Soul Mission and Abundance Activation. 
And we have a platform for Starseeds you know exactly what we were speaking 
earlier. Those people that are just awakening and they don’t know where to 
start. 
 
So, I created this platform for Starseeds and it’s a very low price point where 
everyone can access. We have sessions every week, and they can buy a 
membership, 6 months or as much as they want. And that’s a very good tribe 
there, a nice family frequency because the Starseeds are learning so much and 
embodying, and we are calling the program “Soulseed” and we are calling them 
Soulseeders because they are seeding codes of awakening. This is their role, 
while in the body consciousness, we have the working, the architecting and the 
Quantum leadership is for the New Earth leaders, and that's a different council.
 
So we have these programs that we are offering to the world. I have the project 
that I'm working on here in Honolulu in physical form and I'm trying to launch a 
program for women on awakening, the inner goddess. Which is a very powerful 
one and I want to share it with you because how this came to me was very 
unexpected. 
 
So, I had two different friends that I offered them to. They were pregnant, 
actually. And they were due to give birth within a week. You know, like very close 
to giving birth and the Arcturian Council asked me, “We want to connect with 
this lady.” So, they're different friends of mine and I did a transmission and they 
had an ecstatic birth both of them in two hour’s time you know. So, the child 
came and they had an ecstatic, easy birth. So, this is where awakening the inner 
goddess came from. I’m very interested in offering these codes to activate all 
females on this planet. I'm looking forward to be launching this program as well, 
probably by end of August beginning of September because I have so much 
going on. But yes, I'm excited about this. This is going to be very different. It’s a 
very different program for creating. Different ladies and its masters and different 
archetypes of divine energy. So, this is actually what I'm working on at the 
moment. And there are some other things, but they are in the pipeline. I'm 
trying to do as much as I can. It's a lot already, but I'm excited for everything 
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that is going to be shared with the world. And all these teachings and codes and 
activations and spaces that I'm creating and also every month we have a 
conscious beautiful conversations with different guests that I'm very happy to be 
running the newest […] show. And yes, there’s another one, that’s the last one 
that I remember. I have continued my collaboration with Mind Valley, so on Mind 
Valley I'll be bringing a launch because I have like some new immersions and 
premeditations on Mind Vallye, so people can go there and actually receive a lot 
of codexes and you know, especially for the ones that I've just awakening. There 
are like beautiful journeys that I have for them, so this is like a little bit how to 
say… this was not launched, so it's going to be launched in the next days, if 
you’re listening to the podcast before the launch they can actually go already 
there and benefit from those free transmissions. 
 
AERON LAZAR:           It's amazing and it's like literally listening to a conscious 
visionary. So the projects and you're like, OK, you've come up with this, you 
come up with this, but this is absolutely fantastic. Your frequency is excellent and 
I really, really appreciate you coming on again to catch up with us 'cause it's 
been fantastic and I'm looking at like how long we're recording, we will probably 
have to split this into two episodes. 'cause we've got a balloon.
 
LIVIA DEVI:             This is what happens when we have a good conversation and 
we’re having fun. [Laughs]
 
AERON LAZAR:   Yeah, and you know in the Quantum Field, there's no time. 
Time doesn't run in a linear way does it so it's kind of awesome. So again, I 
know you're across all socials but what is the best way people can kind of 
contact you or catch up with you? 
 
LIVIA DEVI:        Yeah, they can find me on Instagram. Livia Devi. On Facebook. 
And also the website, liviadevi.com. Thank you so much Aeron for your time and 
for bringing me back into the space of Architects of Destiny. It’s a pleasure. I 
really love co-creating with you on the conversations, you are amazing and you 
are a dear to me, a Star brother. So, it’s a pleasure to be back connecting to you 
and for supporting this incredible podcast and your vision as well. I’m looking 
forward to meeting you as well next time.
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AERON LAZAR:   Thank you so much for coming on, it’s been an absolute 
pleasure. Thank you so much, Livia.
 
 

-       END -
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